Tunable protein-resistance of polycation-terminated polyelectrolyte multilayers.
The prevention of nonspecific protein adsorption is a crucial prerequisite for many biomedical and biotechnological applications. Therefore, the design of robust and versatile methods conferring optimal protein-resistance properties to surfaces has become a challenging issue. Here we report the unexpected case of polycation-ending polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) that efficiently prevented the adsorption of a negatively charged model protein, glucose oxidase (GOX). PEM films were based on two typical weak poyelectrolytes: poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). No chemical modification of the polyelectrolytes was required and tunable GOX adsorption was possible by simply changing the buildup pH conditions. Protein-resistance properties are attributed to high film hydration becoming the predominant factor over electrostatic interactions. We explain this effect by oscillations of the internal PAA ionization state throughout the buildup, which results in an excess of carboxylic acid groups within the film. This excess acts as a reservoir of potential carboxylate groups compensating the outer PAH positive charges. Partial results indicated that the system was also resistant to the adsorption of a positively charged protein, lysozyme. Control of the internal ionization of weak polyelectrolyte multilayers might open a route toward simple tuning of protein adsorption. These results should help to rationalize the design of biomaterials, biosensors, or protein separation devices.